
    Valmistaja pidättää oikeudet muutoksiin.

    Manufacturer reserves the rights to changes.

Hydraulic Submersible Pumps

*Versatile
*Efficient
*Light to handle, easy to move
*Can be run dry
*Tolerate stones and other impurities well
*Manufactured from long-lasting materials
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Manufacturer: Sales:

Pohjankyröntie 95, 61500 ISOKYRÖ, FINLAND
Tel:  +358(0)6 4713 144, +358 (0)400 262 485
Fax: +358(0)6 4714 142
e-mail: 
www.maki-reini.fi

info@maki-reini.fi

Model Reini-MINI Reini-1D Reini-1R Reini-2R Reini-3P Reini-4P

max output (lpm) 800 2000 3000 5000 12000 20000

max lifting height (m) 30 25 35 30 35 35

allowable oil flow (lpm) 38 40 50 100 200 317

allowable hydraulic pressure (bar) 260 180 250 250 350 350

hydraulic motor gear mini orbital gear gear axial piston axial piston

weight of the pump (kg) 6,2 15 17 39 70 85

max height of the pump (mm) 510 700 700 900 1100 1250

max widht  of the pump (mm) 140 350 350 450 500 650

size of the discharge pipe (mm) 50 75 75 125 150 200

output connection 2" 3" 3" 5" 6" 8"

Model Reini-MINI Reini-1D Reini-1R Reini-2R Reini-3P Reini-4P

max output (lpm) 800 2000 3000 5000 12000 20000

max lifting height (m) 30 25 35 30 35 35

allowable oil flow (lpm) 38 40 50 100 200 317

allowable hydraulic pressure (bar) 260 180 250 250 350 350

hydraulic motor gear mini orbital gear gear axial piston axial piston

weight of the pump (kg) 6,2 15 17 39 70 85

max height of the pump (mm) 510 700 700 900 1100 1250

max widht  of the pump (mm) 140 350 350 450 500 650

size of the discharge pipe (mm) 50 75 75 125 150 200

output connection 2" 3" 3" 5" 6" 8"

sallittu hydraulivirtaus l/min 40 50 100 169

sallittu hydrauliikan paine bar 180 250 250 350

moottorityyppi geroottori hammasratas hammasratas mäntä

paino kg 15 17 39 54

korkeus mm 700 700 900 900

pumpun max leveys mm 350 350 450 450

poistoputken koko mm 75 75 125 125

putkiliitäntä 3" kynsiliitin
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Malli Reini-MINI Reini-1D Reini-1R Reini-2R Reini-3P Reini-4P

max tuotto l/min 1500 3000 5000 12000 20000

max nostokorkeus 25 35 30 35 35

sallittu hydraulivirtaus l/min 40 50 100 200 317

sallittu hydrauliikan paine bar 180 250 250 350 350

moottorityyppi geroottori hammasratas hammasratas mäntä mäntä

paino kg 15 17 39 70 85

korkeus mm 700 700 900 1100 1250

pumpun max leveys mm 350 350 450 500 650

poistoputken koko mm 75 75 125 150 200

lähtöliitäntä 3" kynsiliitin 3" kynsiliitin 5" salpaliitin 6" salpaliitin laippaliitos

The cutting blades of the suction inlet shred  
grass and rootstock. Reini pumps are not 
sensitive to stones and grit but, when 
necessary, the pumps can be equipped with 
a bottom filter.

are used for many different purposes. They lend themselves well to the transfer of all kinds of flowing 
masses. In earth moving, they are often used for draining excavations or quarries, and in agrigulture, 
they are used to transfer various kinds of sludge. Even the smallest model of Reini pumps works 
extremely well in emptying septic tanks. In industrial use, the pump is extremely efficient, for 
example, in cleaning sedimentation tanks in factory maintenance work. Reini pumps create pressure 
that is sufficient, for example, for washing yard areas. Reini pumps are an efficient tool for the rescue 
services, specifically for filling water tanks, and a valuable aid in flood protection. Depending on the 
model, the pumps can run on the hydraulic pressure produced by a tractor, truck, excavator, small 
loader or hydraulic power unit. All Reini pumps have excellent operating efficiency, which quarantees 
a great output even with moderate oil output and hydraulic pressure.

The use of the pumps can be simplified and 
diversified with the loading and injection pipes 
supplied as accessories. The clearing pipe, which 
is reduced to the thickness of 24 mm, is an 
affordable and efficient instrument for opening 
blocked sludge wells and culvert pipes.

Pumps
For construction, agriculture,
municipal engineering etc.

The Reini submersible pump is always a reliable choice. The pumps are made of high -quality 
components with proven abilities.

The impeller and pump chamber of the Reini submersible pump are made out of abrasion 
resistant steel. To ensure durability  in tough service, the coating on the pump is hot-dip 
galvanised.

The outlet pipe or hose is attached to the pump with a bayonet coupling to make moving and 
using the pump easy and fast.

How Reini Pumps Work

The operation of the Reini pumps is founded on the 
pressure strokes given by the three-blade impeller. 
These pressure strokes start in the pump chamber 
alternately through two different discharge channels. 
As the outlet pipes join, the pressure  strokes cause a 
small partial vacuum in the outlet pipe which is 
currently inactive, thus intensifying its working 
stroke. The advantage of the structure is the relatively 
great output in comparison to the size of the pump 
and the outlet pipe used. Another advantage is that 
there is no oblique load putting a strain on the 
impeller. Reini pumps act in a calm manner because 
they take in the flow from underneath and turn it 
immediately upward. In practice, they have no 
tendency to twist.

Submersible Pumps

ACCESSORIES

We also supply hoses and 
pipes as necessary. All 
accessories are selected to 
meet the requirements of the 
pumps and for year-round use.

Our pumps are supplied 
with a base or bottom 
mesh. We also supply 
various clamp options to 
order.
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